Session types available for IDWeek 2020 virtual events in the Intrado platform

CHAT = Group chat
Q+A = chat box where attendees can type questions to the speaker/moderator

1. **Simulive w/ Live (Webcam at end only) Q&A**
   Prerecorded (by Intrado or independently) with on camera Q&A at the end of the session. Attendees type in their questions and speakers answer in video.

2. **Simulive w/ Live (Chat during and Webcam at end) Q&A**
   Prerecorded (by Intrado or independently) with on camera Q&A at the end of the session. Attendees type in their questions and speakers answer in video. In session text-based chat is activated.

3. **Simulive (no Q&A)**
   Prerecorded (by Intrado or independently) – No chat/No Q&A. Session played beginning to end as if a live event. No stop/pause/forward/backward function for the attendee.

4. **Live STUDIO Webcam (Multi-Speaker)**
   Live session with more than one speaker, chat and live Q&A.

5. **Live STUDIO Webcam (Single Speaker)**
   Live session with only one speaker, chat and live Q&A.

6. **Live STUDIO Audio Only**
   Live audio session. No video. No chat. No Q&A.

7. **Live STUDIO Streaming Video**
   Streaming in video from your own production studio live.

8. **On-Demand**
   Prerecorded (by Intrado or independently) – No chat/No Q&A. Session played like Netflix with stop/pause/forward/backward functions available for the attendee.